CHAMPION II MAGNETIC ARROW REST
The Champion II Magnetic Rest is designed for the Elite Finger Shooter. This rest
fits on the inside of the sight window, eliminating the need for screws or bolts.
Mounting instructions: Remove all old rest tape and clean the window of your
bow in the area that you will be mounting the Champion II. It is best to use either
alcohol or acetone to clean the window. Do not touch the area that the rest will be
mounted to with your hands as the natural oils in your skin will impair the ability of
the double sided tape to adhere properly.
Before you remove the backing on the double sided tape, make a couple of practice
runs to be sure that you will be able to mount the rest correctly. It is important that
the rest is mounted in a parallel position. You may want to place a bow square on
your bow and draw a line on the window as a reference for mounting the rest .
To be in the most secure position, the inside back of the rest should rest against the
belly, or inside of the riser window. It is also best that you center the rest on the
plunger hole for proper clearance.
Once you are certain that you have the desired position, remove the backing on the
tape. Keeping the inside back of the rest against the back of the riser window, place
the rest against the inside of the window and press down firmly.
Tuning instructions: First, adjust the support arm up or down by loosening the set
screw on the back of the rest. At this time, you can also make an approximate adjustment on how far you want the arm to be away from the bow. Ideally you do not
want the arrow support arm to stick out further than the width of your arrow shaft.
There is also a small set screw with a nylon tip that is an adjustment stop for minor
movements of the support arm. You may have to make a couple of adjustments
with each screw before you get the arm in the proper position. When you are fairly
certain that the arm is in the correct position, tighten the set screw to keep the arm
from moving.
Now you can continue tuning your bow with whatever method you use. You will
find that the Champion II will give you some of the best arrow flight you have ever
had.
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